prise about 355,000 entries selected from an unabridged dictionary and four technical dictionaries. The lists have been prepared by alphabetizing- and merging-routines on a UNIVAC I computer and reproduced on paper in 8-volume sets of limited supply. Tape version duplications are being provided on UNIVAC I and IBM tapes. More extensive listings are being prepared by the inclusion of entries from several more specialized dictionaries and glossaries.

Phonemicized versions of syllabic subsets are being developed on the basis of the present orthographic lists, and will be used in studies of the voids and predictabilities within the phonological rules for syllabic subsets, and in studies of mechanical recognition of morpheme and word boundaries. Research is also being carried out on word-derivational processes and the transformational equivalents of compound structures.

Support is provided by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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The computable analysis of language structure and the detailed investigation of linguistic transformations continue. It is expected that, in addition to its theoretical interest, this work may have a new kind of application to information retrieval. The project has resulted so far in a large body of syntactic studies on English, and in a working UNIVAC program which analyzes a syntactic (constituent) structure of English sentences (without the assistance of any human editing). At present, a transformation program capable of reducing any English sentence to component sentences is being put on a computer. In addition, work is being done on the detailed English transformations, on a general theory of transformations, and on the transformations of other languages.

The project is supported by the National Science Foundation.
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Paper 15 gives an information presentation of a general theory and method for syntactic recognition. Papers 16-19 give the actual flow charts of each section of the syntactic analysis program.


Investigation underway concerns the feasibility of developing a programming language compatible with the needs of psychologists, educators, etc., in retrieval and analysis of natural text material. Existing languages in this field are being compared, and the requirements which such a language must have to be beneficial and also usable are being determined. The languages worked with are COMIT and Wegstein's String Manipulations in ALGOL. The IBM 7070/1401 system is used. Possible implementation on several computers is planned.

Thus far, samples of existing languages have been studied to determine their deficiencies, and various people using textual material as input to computers have been interviewed.

It is planned to evaluate existing languages and to innovate new ideas to determine specifications.
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